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COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE
No one else in the industry combines the wide range of quality
products and services with the “can-do” attitude of
AmeriWater. We’re specialists in the complex field of dialysis
water solutions. Yet our goal is simple: to provide you with
the very best products and services available. Check out
the AmeriWater advantages and we think you’ll agree:
A PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST
• Free phone consultation
• 24/7 technical support
• Experienced engineers on staff
• In-house water testing lab
SUPERIOR PRODUCTS
• Designed by recognized experts
• Refined by customer feedback
• Best-in-class monitoring controls
• Precision electronic controls
EXPERTLY-DESIGNED HEALTHCARE WATER SYSTEMS
Healthcare facilities require water treatment for a
variety of medical applications, each with its own
unique standards and requirements. At AmeriWater, we
understand these varying needs and have designed a
range of water treatment systems specifically tailored to
the needs of each healthcare application.
SINGLE-SOURCE EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY
AmeriWater’s extensive range of healthcare solutions
means you have a reliable single source for all your water
treatment needs, saving you valuable time coordinating
technical compatibilities between several suppliers.
SUPPORT FROM A NATIONAL SERVICE NETWORK
With a national network of authorized distributors, you
get responsive, expert service for maintenance and
troubleshooting.

CERTIFICATIONS:
» ISO 13485/FDA Registration #1530185
» ANSI/UL 61010-1
» Seismic Approval #OPA-2202-07
» CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1

HIGH-PURITY WATER SYSTEMS
THROUGHOUT THE HOSPITAL

DIALYSIS
The Centurion provides
a compact, whisper-quiet
single patient dialysis water
treatment system with heat
disinfection that’s ideal at a
healthcare facility or at home.

LABORATORY
ULTRA-PURE
WATER SYSTEMS
With reverse osmosis
systems and deionizer
packages that produce
up to 18 meg ohm water
quality, AmeriWater
has the right ultra pure
water system for your
laboratory. A range of
models can deliver from
800 to 5,600 gallons per
day with feed flows from
3 to 8 gallons per minute.

The MRO Series delivers
portable water treatment
for 1-2 dialysis stations
complete with all
pretreatment including dual
carbon filters and optional
anti-scalant.
Central Systems for up to
40 dialysis stations are also
available.

ENDOSCOPE
REPROCESSING
Treated water for endoscope
reprocessing reduces the
risk of patient infection.
AmeriWater offers water
treatment systems that
reduce bacteria, particulate
and total dissolved solids for
endoscope reprocessing and
rinsing. An advanced design
for lower energy costs and
water usage. A choice of
models can deliver from 730
to 1,400 gallons per day.

STERILE PROCESSING
Complete water treatment
systems for central
sterile processing from
AmeriWater are designed
to use a minimum of
valuable floor space and
provide high quality water
for washing, rinsing and
disinfecting. Available in
a variety of sizes, from
smallest point of use to
systems large enough to
feed an entire lab.

COMPLETE POINT OF USE
LAB WATER SYSTEMS
Medical laboratories now have
two economical options for
producing laboratory grade
and Type I ultrapure water for
analytical, life sciences and
general lab purposes. Both
systems are complete, readyto-use packages including
prefiltration cartridges,
water tank, and final filters.
The systems produce Type I
ultrapure water that meets or
exceeds ASTM, CLSI, CAP, and
ISO Type I water standards.

Lab Water
System

Direct Lab
Water System
System also includes
a 3-stage prefiltration
kit and 30L PE water
tank with level sensor
(not shown)

GLASSWARE
WASHING
Getting residue-free
glassware is easy with water
treatment from AmeriWater.
A variety of reverse osmosis
and deionizer systems are
available based on your daily
usage. Choose from portable
floor units or smaller wall
hung styles. An advanced
design delivers lower energy
costs and water usage with
minimal maintenance.

F E AT U R I N G

HEAT DISINFECT

Centurion

MRO Series
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SERVICES
LAL ENDOTOXIN TESTING
The latest testing method available provides exact
endotoxin levels with both positive and negative
controls to ensure accurate results. Standard turnaround time is 24 hours.

AAMI ANALYSIS TESTING
For tap and product water contaminants, you can
count on our AAMI analysis testing to provide you
with exact results compared to the standards for each
contaminant. Results in 5 days with 36 hours STAT
available.

SERVICE AVAILABLE IN THE USA,
CANADA, AND MEXICO
AmeriWater has partners all over the world including
a network of certified dealers throughout the USA,
Canada and Mexico providing installation, validation,
maintenance, and 24/7 technical support. Contact us
today to learn more.

CONTACT US TO RECEIVE THIS VALUABLE FREE WHITE PAPER

“Water Quality for Healthcare”
contains important data on
the latest advances in water
quality for healthcare facilities
design, maintenance and
monitoring requirements for
the healthcare industry.

CONTACTS
AmeriWater
3345 Stop Eight Road
Dayton, OH 45414
Toll Free: 800-535-5585
Tel: 937-461-8833
Fax: 937-461-1988
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